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WHY BUY WITH BOSLEY
I interviewed with many reputable east-end brokerages. I wanted my name to be synonymous with
integrity, truth, trust and honesty. That’s a tall order in this industry. I also didn’t want my manager to be
a salesperson – potentially competing with me for business. I wanted a brokerage that didn’t cut corners
and understood the principal of value for money. Full service.
The few positive experiences in real estate I’ve had included agents from Bosley. So I interviewed at three
locations and found a quirky, fun – somewhat politically incorrect – fit close to home. Here are some of
the credentials that convinced me to become a Boleyite, and I hope they convince you to trust a Bosleyite:

EXPERIENCE
We have been actively marking and selling homes in your neighbourhood since 1928.
We have always been a family owned, boutique company
We have four sales offices in Toronto in all different neighbourhoods and more outside of town.
We have north, south, east and west Toronto covered.

EXPERTISE
Numbered among our management team are two Past Presidents of the Canadian Real Estate Association,
three Past Presidents of the Toronto Real Estate Board, two Past Chairs of the Real Estate Council of Ontario
and sitting Directors of the Canadian Real Estate Association and the Toronto Real Estate Board.
Our over 220 salespeople have been carefully selected and fully trained. They are knowledgeable,
informed, current and backed up by the most highly regarded management team in the city.
Bosley only hires fulltime agents, not part-time (insert second career here).

VALUE
Bosley Real Estate is a full service brokerage. Through their Board memberships, Bosley agents provide
their clients’ access to the MLS System.
Our agents have the technical experience to help you clarify and interpret the information you have
gathered online in order to ensure you make the right decisions.
I tour active listings and track sold prices daily. My Comparative Market Analysis will suggest an offering
price or purchase price which is realistic and competitive given the current climate of the market. Call me
to find out the services and costs I absorb during the process.
My clients have dealt with Bosley Real Estate for over 86 years for four reasons:
Reputation
Professionalism
Success
Superior Service
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